
Seasons



⚫ This is a bear. 
⚫ His name is 

Teddy. 
⚫ This is the house 

where Teddy and 
his parents live.



⚫ This is Teddy’s 
room. 

⚫ You can see many 
pictures on the 
walls of his room. 

⚫ These are Teddy’s 
pictures.



Teddy likes to 
draw. 

Every morning he 
goes to the forest 
and draws 
piсtures there. 

Now Teddy is going 
to the forest. 



⚫ It’s spring now. 
⚫ It’s warm in 

spring.
⚫ Now Teddy is in 

the forest.
⚫  The weather is 

fine.



⚫ Now Teddy is 
drawing a picture.

⚫ He is drawing a 
tree.

⚫ He is drawing 
spring flowers 
too.



⚫ There are many 
pictures of spring 
on the walls  of 
Teddy’s room.



⚫ It's      summer    
now. 

⚫ It's    hot   in    
summer.

⚫ Teddy is going to 
the forest.

⚫ The weather is 
fine.



⚫ Teddy  is   
drawing   summer  
flowers.



⚫ Now   he   is    
drawing    cows.



⚫ He   is    drawing    
sheep    too.



⚫ There   are   
many   pictures    
of summer on the 
walls of Teddy's 
room. 



⚫ It's  autumn now 
⚫ It's  cool  in           

autumn. 



⚫ The    weather   is   
not    bad     
today.

⚫ Teddy   is   going    
to the    garden. 



⚫ Now    Teddy   is    
in       the     
garden.

⚫ He   is       
drawing      
apple-trees.



⚫ Не is drawing    
autumn  flowers   
too.



⚫ Now he is 
drawing a dog 
near a dog-house 



⚫ There   are   
many  pictures   
of  autumn on    
the  walls    of    
Teddy's    room.



⚫ It's  winter  now. 
⚫ It's      cold   in   

winter.



⚫ Teddy is putting 
on his warm    
coat.



⚫ Now   Teddy  is  
to   going  to the 
forest.



⚫ Now         he    is   in   
the     forest.

⚫ He        wants      to   
draw     a picture of
a   forest      in     
winter.

⚫ Teddy wants to draw.



⚫ But he wants to 
sleep too.

⚫  In winter bears 
go to sleep. 

⚫ And now Teddy 
isn’t drawing. 

⚫ He is sleeping.



⚫ Here’re Teddy’s 
pictures. There are 
many pictures of 
spring. 

⚫ There are many 
pictures of autumn 
too... 

⚫  But there are no 
pictures of winter.

⚫  And you know why.


